Wait and you shall see: sexual delay discounting in hypersexual Parkinson’s disease
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Patients with Parkinson’s disease may develop impulse control disorders under dopaminergic treatments. Impulse control disorders include a wide spectrum of behaviours, such as hypersexuality, pathological gambling or compulsive shopping. Yet, the neural systems engaged in specific impulse control disorders remain poorly characterized. Here, using model-based functional MRI, we aimed to determine the brain systems involved during delay-discounting of erotic rewards in hypersexual patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD+HS), patients with Parkinson’s disease without hypersexuality (PD−HS) and controls. Patients with Parkinson’s disease were evaluated ON and OFF levodopa (counterbalanced). Participants had to decide between two options: (i) wait for 1.5 s to briefly view an erotic image; or (ii) wait longer to see the erotic image for a longer period of time. At the time of decision-making, we investigated which brain regions were engaged with the subjective valuation of the delayed erotic reward. At the time of the rewarded outcome, we searched for the brain regions responding more robustly after waiting longer to view the erotic image. PD+HS patients showed reduced discounting of erotic delayed rewards, compared to both patients with Parkinson’s disease and controls, suggesting that they accepted waiting longer to view erotic images for a longer period of time. Thus, when using erotic stimuli that motivate PD+HS, these patients were less impulsive for the immediate reward. At the brain system level, this effect was paralleled by the fact that PD+HS, as compared to controls and PD−HS, showed a negative correlation between subjective value of the delayed reward and activity of medial prefrontal cortex and ventral striatum. Consistent with the incentive salience hypothesis combining learned cue–reward associations with current relevant physiological state, dopaminergic treatment in PD+HS boosted excessive ‘wanting’ of rewards and heightened activity in the anterior medial prefrontal cortex and the posterior cingulate cortex, as reflected by higher correlation with subjective value of the option associated to the delayed reward when ON medication as compared to the OFF medication state. At the time of outcome, the anterior medial prefrontal/rostral anterior cingulate cortex showed an interaction between group (PD+HS versus PD−HS) and medication (ON versus OFF), suggesting that dopaminergic treatment boosted activity of this brain region in PD+HS when viewing erotic images after waiting for longer periods of time. Our findings point to reduced delay discounting of erotic rewards in PD+HS, both at the behavioural and brain system levels, and abnormal reinforcing effect of levodopa when PD+HS patients are confronted with erotic stimuli.
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Introduction

Impulse control disorders (ICDs) are serious psychiatric complications in patients with Parkinson’s disease treated with dopaminergic agents. They comprise compulsive, repetitive and, ultimately, harmful behaviours including compulsive gambling or shopping, sexual behaviours, binge-eating, as well as punding and excessive hobbyism. ICDs are mostly induced by dopamine agonists in about 17% of patients with Parkinson’s disease and more rarely by levodopa (6.9%) (Molina et al., 2000; Weintraub et al., 2010; Voon et al., 2011b, 2017). ICDs can have dramatic consequences for patients and their families with high risk of financial ruin, divorce, loss of employment or prosecution (Weintraub and Claassen, 2017).

The role of an abnormal sensitization of the mesolimbic dopaminergic system has been constantly reported in ICDs (Voon et al., 2017). In addition, several anatomical and functional MRI studies in patients with Parkinson’s disease with ICDs have shown dysfunctions in limbic and corticostriatal circuits engaged in risk-taking, reward-learning, reducing punishment learning and outcome evaluation as well as cognitive control difficulties (Santangelo et al., 2017). These abnormalities mostly consist of dysfunctions of the ventral striatum and cortico-limbic areas as well as abnormal connectivity between the mesolimbic and mesocortical regions (Cilia et al., 2010; Rao et al., 2010; van Eimeren et al., 2010; Voon et al., 2011b; Politis et al., 2013; Cerasa et al., 2014; Piray et al., 2014; Biundo et al., 2015; Carriere et al., 2015; Claassen et al., 2017; Tessitore et al., 2017; Valli et al., 2017; Petersen et al., 2018). However, most of these studies have enrolled patients with Parkinson’s disease with either various forms of ICDs or only pathological gambling (Steeves et al., 2009; Cilia et al., 2010, 2011; Rao et al., 2010; van Eimeren et al., 2010; O’Sullivan et al., 2011; Voon et al., 2011b, 2014; Joutsa et al., 2012; Ray et al., 2012; Politis et al., 2013; Cerasa et al., 2014; Piray et al., 2014; Vriend et al., 2014; Biundo et al., 2015; Carriere et al., 2015; Tessitore et al., 2017; Petersen et al., 2018).

The neural mechanisms that underlie each type of ICD specifically, such as hypersexuality, remain unclear. So far, only one functional MRI study has investigated the neural circuitry related to Parkinson’s disease hypersexuality (Politis et al., 2013). This study showed significant increased activity over limbic regions (i.e. orbitofrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex and ventral striatum) in patients with Parkinson’s disease with hypersexuality (PD+HS) when passively viewing erotic images (Politis et al., 2013). However, no study has, so far, investigated the brain networks associated with cost/benefit decisions related to sexual stimuli in PD+HS patients.

Decision-making consists of choosing among available options based on a valuation of their potential costs and benefits. Models of decision-making used in neuroeconomics propose that the desirability of outcomes expected from alternative options can be quantified by assigning a subjective value to each option under consideration. This valuation process allows the brain to weight the likely benefits and costs resulting from an action and to select the option with the highest subjective value. A domain in which the valuation process has proven particularly efficient in describing choice behaviour is delay discounting, which refers to the finding that animals tend to value immediate rewards more than delayed rewards. Here we hypothesized that hypersexuality in Parkinson’s disease encompasses a dysfunctional valuation system when considering available options related to sexual stimuli.

Previous delay discounting experiments in Parkinson’s disease and ICD have used monetary rewards as incentives
(Steeves et al., 2009; Cilia et al., 2010, 2011; Rao et al., 2010; van Eimeren et al., 2010; O’Sullivan et al., 2011; Voon et al., 2011b, 2014; Joutsa et al., 2012; Ray et al., 2012; Politis et al., 2013; Cerasa et al., 2014; Piray et al., 2014; Vriend et al., 2014; Biundo et al., 2015; Carriere et al., 2015; Tessitore et al., 2017; Petersen et al., 2018). Patients with Parkinson’s disease with ICD tested with monetary rewards showed elevated discounting over short delays (immediate option is preferred) but not those without ICD (Voon et al., 2010). In a study using a Kirby delay discounting questionnaire with future monetary rewards, patients with Parkinson’s disease with ICD (mixed subtypes) also showed higher delay discounting, suggesting less tolerance for delay gratification (Housden et al., 2010), replicated in ICD with pathological gambling (Voon et al., 2010). However, these previous studies have not considered the role that specific reward types may play on a specific ICD, such as hypersexuality.

According to the incentive sensitization theory of addiction, there is a ‘sensitization’ or hypersensitivity to the incentive salience of drugs and drug-associated stimuli (Robinson and Berridge, 1993). Incentive sensitization produces a bias of attentional processing towards drug-associated stimuli and pathological motivation for drugs (compulsive ‘wanting’) (Robinson and Berridge, 1993, 2000). In behavioural addictions, by extension, excessive ‘wanting’ and compulsive pursuit of specific reward types may result, triggered by cues previously learned to be associated with rewards (Berridge and Robinson, 1998; Grant and Kim, 2001; Everitt and Wolf, 2002; Fadardi and Cox, 2009; Brevers et al., 2011a). This hypothesis is supported by clinical observations indicating that exposure to addiction-related cues induces specific attentional biases and feelings of craving in addicted populations (Fadardi and Cox, 2009; Brevers et al., 2011b). For example, abstaining smokers attribute higher reward value to cigarette cues than to neutral cues that are equally predictive of reward (Freeman et al., 2013), and there is a motivational bias favouring monetary rewards in pathological gamblers as compared to erotic stimuli (Sescousse et al., 2013). Similarly, here, we tested whether PD+HS patients are hypersensitive to erotic cues, related to their specific behavioural addiction, leading to a critical imbalance in incentive motivation for erotic rewards.

We used a model-based functional MRI and a delay discounting paradigm with real delay (waiting for a few seconds) as a cost and viewing erotic stimuli (i.e. stimuli that drive their excessive ‘wanting’ of rewards) for longer as the benefits to specifically assess the behavioural and neural mechanisms engaged in valuation of primary rewards but, this time, in PD+HS. We previously demonstrated that healthy young heterosexual males accepted waiting longer to see the erotic images for longer, and we identified the ventral striatum and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) as the core components engaged in delay discounting of erotic images (Prevost et al., 2010). Using a similar paradigm, we hypothesized that Parkinson’s disease with hypersexuality would show reduced delay discounting due to enhanced incentive salience of erotic rewards lasting for longer (i.e. PD+HS should prefer to choose to wait for longer to view erotic images for longer) and differential activity in the valuation system relative to Parkinson’s disease without hypersexuality (PD – HS) and healthy controls. Moreover, because ICDs, including hypersexuality, are often considered as side effects of dopaminergic therapy (Lim et al., 2008; Weintraub et al., 2010), we tested whether dopaminergic medication in PD+HS would modulate subjective valuation of the option leading to the delayed erotic reward as well as the erotic reward outcome following a longer delay duration.

Materials and methods

Patients

Twenty-seven right-handed and non-demented male patients with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease were enrolled in the study. All patients met UK Brain Bank diagnostic criteria for Parkinson’s disease (Hughes et al., 1992) and, because of the difficulty in recruiting this cohort, three University Hospital Movement Disorders clinics participated in the recruitment (Lyon, Clermont-Ferrand and Grenoble, France). Thirteen exhibited ongoing hypersexual ICD (PD+HS; n = 13, mean age = 58.5 ± 8.3 years), more or less associated with other ICDs as assessed by the Arden Scale of Behaviour in Parkinson disease (ASBPD, sexual items scores > 2 of 4) (Rieu et al., 2015). Diagnosis and presence of ICD was established by a clinical interview with an experienced neurologist (S.T., P.K., F.D., E.B.) and then further confirmed by the neuropsychologist (E.F., T.V.) using the ASBPD. A group of patients with Parkinson’s disease without HS (PD – HS; n = 14, mean age = 57.0 ± 9.0 years) were also included as a disease control group. Absence of ICD was also confirmed by a clinical interview and using the ASBPD. In both patient groups, absence of dementia [Mattis Dementia Rating Scale (DRS) score > 123; Frontal Assessment Battery (FAB) score > 16 (Dubois et al., 2000), and depression (Hamilton Anxiety and Depression Scale; HADS) score < 18 (Zigmond and Snaith, 1983)] were considered as inclusion criteria. Patients’ impulsivity levels were evaluated using the Barratt Impulsivity Scale-III (Patton et al., 1995). Psychiatric history was evaluated with the MINI International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI) (Sheehan et al., 1998) to control for potential confounding factors in patients’ history (no history of alcohol or drug abuse). Motor symptoms were assessed with the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale Part III in ON and OFF medication conditions during a levodopa challenge. Patients received chronic levodopa (l-DOPA) treatment in combination with dopamine agonists (ropinirole, pramipexole, rotigotine) and/or rasagiline (Table 1).

Fourteen healthy male volunteers were recruited as controls (right handed, mean age = 54.4 ± 5.0 years). None had any neurological disorder, psychiatric illness, head injury, or history of alcohol or drug abuse (as measured with the above neuropsychological tools). The study was approved by the Joint Ethics Committee of the Hôpital Neurologique and informed consents were obtained from all participants prior to the beginning of the study (registration number 220365).
Delay discounting task

Subjects had to weight the cost and benefit of each option based on both the fuzzy cue and the proposed level of waiting period (delay). The levels of delays ($n = 5$) were randomly presented across sessions with an average of 12 trials per level. Each trial started with the presentation of a cue (0.5 s) representing an erotic fuzzy picture of a naked woman (Fig. 1A). The instruction cue ‘Wait?’ along with a graduated thermometer indicated a level of delay period of between 3 and 9 s. Subjects had to decide whether they chose the costly option (i.e. wait longer) to see the fuzzy cue clearly for 3 s (large reward) or the default option having a minimal cost (1.5 s of waiting), depending on the incentive cue and the level of waiting proposed. If they accepted to wait the cost proposed, they had to wait passively during the proposed delay period before seeing the erotic picture a longer time (large reward). Otherwise, if they refused, they had to wait passively for a shorter delay period before seeing the erotic picture clearly for a short time period (small reward). The outcome and the intertrial interval lasted for a total of 4.5 s plus a jitter of ± 1 s in both options, avoiding that subjects adopted the strategy of choosing the default option more often to see more pictures.

Table 1  Demographics of parkinsonian patients and control subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>PD+HS</th>
<th>PD – HS</th>
<th>Control versus PD+HS</th>
<th>Control versus PD – HS</th>
<th>PD+HS versus PD – HS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of subjects</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ($\pm SD$)</td>
<td>54.4 ($\pm 5.0$)</td>
<td>58.5 ($\pm 8.3$)</td>
<td>57 ($\pm 9.0$)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease duration ($\pm SD$)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>7.5   ($\pm 2.1$)</td>
<td>6.8 ($\pm 2.6$)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clinical and neuropsychological test scores ($\pm SD$)

| UPDRS III Off                       | NA      | 33.2 ($\pm 11.2$) | 28.4 ($\pm 9.1$) | NA                   | NA                     | 0.2                  |
| UPDRS III On                        | NA      | 11.1 ($\pm 5.1$)  | 12.6 ($\pm 6.0$) | NA                   | 0.5                    |                      |
| LEDD$_{total}$                      | NA      | 973.1 ($\pm 422.6$) | 1068.7 ($\pm 398.8$) | NA                   | NA                     | 0.5                  |
| LEDD$_{L-DOPA}$                     | NA      | 709.7 ($\pm 361.3$) | 779.8 ($\pm 412.0$) | NA                   | NA                     | 0.6                  |
| LEDD$_{DA}$                         | NA      | 282.1 ($\pm 185.1$) | 295.1 ($\pm 161.3$) | NA                   | NA                     | 0.8                  |
| HADSDepression                      | 4.0 ($\pm 4.3$) | 6.3 ($\pm 2.7$) | 5.3 ($\pm 4.4$) | 0.1                  | 0.4                    | 0.4                  |
| HADSAngerity                        | 5.9 ($\pm 3.1$) | 8.3 ($\pm 3.2$) | 7.5 ($\pm 2.8$) | 0.05                 | 0.2                    | 0.3                  |
| BIS-III                             | 56.4 ($\pm 4.6$) | 62.7 ($\pm 8.0$) | 54 ($\pm 8.7$) | 0.01$^*$             | 0.3                    | 0.007$^{**}$         |
| FAB                                 | 16.9 ($\pm 1.1$) | 15.9 ($\pm 1.6$) | 16.5 ($\pm 1.2$) | 0.1                  | 0.4                    | 0.4                  |
| ASBPD (sexual item)                 | 0       | 2.1 ($\pm 0.5$) | 0                  | 0.001                | 1                      | 0.001                |
| MDRS                                | 137 ($\pm 3.8$) | 134.2 ($\pm 5.8$) | 137.3 ($\pm 4.0$) | 0.1                  | 0.8                    | 0.9                  |

$^*$Significant statistical difference.

ASBPD = Ardouin Scale of Behaviour in Parkinson Disease; BIS-III = Barratt Impulsivity Scale; FAB = Frontal Assessment Battery; HADS = Hamilton Anxiety Depression Scale; LEDD = levodopa equivalent daily dose; MDRS = Mattis Dementia Rating Scale; NA = not applicable; SD = standard deviation; UPDRS-III = Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale part III.

Figure 1  Delay-discounting task. (A) In each trial, a fuzzy erotic picture briefly appeared on the screen and was followed by the instruction ‘Wait?’, along with a thermometer indicating one of five possible levels of the proposed delay period to wait, ranging from 3 to 9 s for the delay. Subjects had to decide between the costly option and a default option having a minimal cost (1.5 s of waiting), depending on the incentive cue and the level of waiting proposed. If they accepted to wait the cost proposed, they had to wait passively during the proposed delay period before seeing the erotic picture a longer time (large reward). Otherwise, if they refused, they had to wait passively for a shorter delay period before seeing the erotic picture clearly for a short time period (small reward). The outcome and the intertrial interval lasted for a total of 4.5 s plus a jitter of ±1 s in both options, avoiding that subjects adopted the strategy of choosing the default option more often to see more pictures. (B) Behavioural results. The mean average of the delay discounting rates (logK) did not show any difference between controls and PD+HS patients either ON or OFF medication. However, the mean delay discounting rates were higher in PD+HS patients both ON ($P = 0.001$) and OFF ($P = 0.04$) medication than in controls. In addition, the PD+HS patients ON medication showed higher delay discounting rates than PD+HS patients OFF medication ($P = 0.03$). No difference was observed when both parkinsonians groups were OFF medication. (C) In every group, the normalized subjective value decreased when the subjects had to wait longer to see the erotic image clearly ($P < 0.001$). $^*P < 0.05$, $^{**}P < 0.001$. Results are shown as box-and-whisker plots with each box representing the 2.5–97.5 percentile. The line within the box indicates the median. The plus symbol within the box represents the mean.
reward), or chose the default option (i.e. wait for a fixed short period of time of 1.5 s) to view the picture only for 1 s (small reward). Subjects pressed a response button using their forefinger to accept the costly option and the middle finger to reject it. Following the subject’s choice, the thermometer was framed in a red rectangle if they decided to accept the costly option, and in a blue rectangle otherwise. Subjects then waited until the required time had elapsed and the thermometer was filled up to the indicated level. At the outcome, the erotic picture was displayed clearly for 3 s or 1 s according to subject’s choice (i.e. costly or default option). The duration of the display of the cue plus the proposition (i.e. instruction screen) was a fixed time of 4 s ± 1 s. If the subject did not make a decision during the allocated time, the trial was aborted and the instruction ‘Pay attention’ was displayed for 2 s. The trial ended with an intertrial interval of 1.5 s plus a jitter of ±1 s when subjects accepted the offer to wait for longer and 3.5 s ± 1 s when they decided to reject this offer.

During the functional MRI scanning, three sessions (lasting around 9 min) were performed, composed of 20 trials each. After each functional MRI scanning acquisition, all subjects were asked to rate the 60 fuzzy cues displayed during the experiment. For each fuzzy image, the participants had to consider ‘How much would I like to see this fuzzy picture in clear?’, and rate the cue using a visual–analogue scale ranging from 1 (‘I do not want to see the fuzzy picture in clear at all’) to 9 (‘I extremely want to see the fuzzy picture in clear’) with an increment of 0.1. This rating score was then used to assess the subjective value for each image displayed.

For all patients with Parkinson’s disease, the functional MRI acquisition was performed twice. To counterbalance the order of the acquisition, half of the patients with Parkinson’s disease were scanned 1 h after a levodopa challenge (single supraliminar levodopa dose intake corresponding to 150% of the usual morning dose), and then the following day after at least 12-h overnight antiparkinsonian drugs withdrawal. The other half were scanned the same day: after 12-h overnight antiparkinsonian drugs withdrawal and 1 h after a levodopa challenge (single supraliminar levodopa dose intake corresponding to 150% of the usual morning dose). Controls had one functional MRI session.

Statistical methods

The behavioural data analyses were performed using a two-way ANOVA with medication (ON versus OFF) and group (PD+HS, PD−HS and controls) for delay discounting rates (\(\log K\)) and acceptance rates (Supplementary Figs 1 and 2). In addition, a three-way ANOVA was performed using subjective values associated to the levels of delay, medication and group as variables. Post hoc follow-up tests were performed using Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) to correct for multiple comparisons. The betas estimated extracted for each group were compared using a two-sample t-test. Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS statistical software (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA).

Computational model and parameter estimation

We implemented the softmax decision rule to assign a probability \(P_i\) to choose a given option given the subjective value of that option \(V_i\) for immediate option; \(V_o\) for the delayed option) where \(\beta\) is a parameter representing the degree of stochasticity of the subject’s behaviour.

\[
P_i = \frac{e^{\beta V_i}}{e^{\beta V_i} + e^{\beta V_o}}
\]

We used a discounted utility model to compute the subjective value associated with each option and to provide an accurate fit to subjects’ choices in this task (Kable and Glimcher, 2007). This model states that the discounted utility \(V\) of a reward of magnitude \(R\) associated to a delay \(d\) can be expressed as follows:

\[
V = \frac{R}{1 + Kd}
\]

by which the utility is discounted in a standard hyperbolic fashion (Mazur, 1987). \(K\) is a discount rate parameter, which quantifies an individual’s tendency to discount the delay. That is, a person with a high \(K\) shows a steep devaluation of rewards as they become more delayed. According to traditional models of intertemporal choice valuation, impulsivity—the propensity to choose the immediate option leading to smaller rewards—can be captured by a function of \(K\).

We used each participant’s trial-by-trial choice behaviour to fit the free parameters of the model, and asked to what extent the model explains the participant’s choices on trial, \(t\) (\(C_t\)). Model fitting was estimated with log posterior density (lpd) given the parameters \(\theta\) (\(\theta \in [K, \beta]\)). Lpd was measured based on the probabilities to the choices of each participant on each of the \(T\) trials, computed as:

\[
lpd = \prod_{t=1}^{T} \log p_{post}(C_t | \theta) = \prod_{t=1}^{T} \log \int p(C_t | \theta) p_{post}(\theta) d\theta
\]

We fitted the parameters of the model to each participant’s choice data. To facilitate model fitting, we used a regularizing prior that favoured realistic values for the parameters (Daw, 2011). Concretely, both \(K\) and \(\beta\) were searched within the boundary of positive values (0–\(\infty\)). To do this, we set the prior distribution of \(K\) as the probabilistic density function (PDF) of inverse gamma (0.001, 0.001) and the prior distribution of \(\beta\) as the PDF of inverse gamma (2, 3). We optimized the model parameters by minimizing the negative log posterior density (lpd) of the data given different settings of the model parameters \(\theta = [K, \beta]\) using a Bayesian statistical model with STAN (Carpenter et al., 2017). We finally normalized the subjective value among the different levels of delay and the groups using a min-max normalization approach.

Functional MRI data analysis

The functional MRI neuroimaging datasets were preprocessed and analysed using SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). The four initial scans of each functional MRI series were discarded. Images were spatially realigned to the first image from the first session using a six-parameter, rigid-body transformation, and unwrapped to correct for geometric distortions. Scan artefacts were detected and repaired using average intensity and scan-to-scan motion performing the artefact repair algorithm implemented in ArtRepair SPM toolbox. For each participant, the T1-weighted
anatomical image was co-registered to the mean EPI (echo planar imaging), and segmented into white and grey matter. The grey matter and EPI were then normalized using standard Montreal Neurological Institute space template conforming to the Talairach orientation system by applying a 12-parameter affine transformation followed by a non-linear warping. The computed transformation parameters were applied to all of the functional images, interpolated to a final isotropic voxel size of 3 mm³. Finally, a spatial smoothing was performed using a Gaussian kernel with full-width at half-maximum of 8 mm and finally, scaled across scans. After a quality check of the post-processing images, two controls, one PD+HS and three PD – HS patients ON l-DOPA and two PD–HS and three PD – HS patients OFF l-DOPA were discarded from the functional MRI analysis due to motion artefacts during data acquisition or because functional MRI data were not acquired during all blocks (participants not being able to perform the task entirely).

After preprocessing, statistical parametric maps were computed from local magnetic resonance signals, as an event-related design using linear multiple regression. Because we focused on discounting of the delayed reward, only trials where the subjects chose the delayed reward were analysed.

**GLM1: functional MRI data statistical analysis at the decision-making and outcome phases**

For each subject, functional MRI time series were regressed onto a main linear regression model (GLM) modelling three phases including the decision-making stage, delay and outcome. The decision-making phase was represented by an impulse function convolved with a canonical haemodynamic response function (HRF). The delay and the outcome phases were modelled using a boxcar function, whose duration was equal to the duration of the corresponding event, convolved with a HRF. The decision-making regressor was parametrically modulated by the estimated subjective value of the option associated with the delayed reward, while the outcome regressor was modulated by the level of delay (to investigate whether outcomes associated with longer delays engage specific brain regions). The linear contrasts of regression coefficients were accounted for by an autoregressive model of the first order.

The linear contrasts of regression coefficients associated with the parametric modulation of the subjective value of the delayed option and the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) activity at the decision-making phase were then taken to a group level random-effects analysis. A second-level ANOVA was performed to assess the differences in parametric modulation of subjective value and BOLD activity between controls and Parkinson’s disease patients with and without hyposexuality regardless of their medication. To study the effect of dopaminergic treatment in patients with Parkinson’s disease, we also assessed the differences in the parametric modulation of subjective value conducting a mixed-effect ANOVA analysis including the two groups of patients (PD – HS and PD+HS) and their medication state (ON and OFF) as factors. Finally, the same mixed-effect ANOVA analysis was also conducted at the outcome phase.

**GLM2 and GLM3: functional MRI data statistical analysis at the decision-making phase**

We performed two additional GLMs to study the effects of the incentive value of the cue (i.e. ratings) and the level of proposed delay (i.e. costs) in the brain regions correlating with the subjective value of the delayed erotic rewards. These additional GLMs were performed to plot the graphs of parameter estimates as a function of the levels of delay (GLM2) and as a function of categories of rating of the fuzzy cue (GLM3). For GLM2, five regressors were used to account for each of the delay cost-enduring level at the time of the decision. For GLM3, we collapsed the ratings into four categories (bins) to ensure a sufficient number of repetitions in each bin and to generate robust statistics. Thus, four regressors were used to account for each of these bins at the decision-making phase. In addition, the delay cost-enduring, and the outcome phases were modelled for each trial in both GLM2 and GLM3 (Prevost et al., 2010).

All phases were modelled using a canonical HRF convolved whether with an impulse function for the decision phase, or using a boxcar function, whose duration is equal to the duration of the stimuli, for the cost-enduring and the outcome phases. For additional details on the methods, see the online Supplementary material.

**Data availability**

The data that support the findings of this study are available on request from the corresponding author. The data are not publicly available because of local ethical restrictions and protection of privacy of study participants.

**Results**

**Clinical characteristics**

Antiparkinsonian treatments and demographic or clinical characteristics (age, gender, disease duration, UPDRS-III ON and OFF scores) were similar between PD+HS and PD – HS patients. Both patient groups showed significant differences between their medication conditions (P's < 0.001). Except two patients, most PD+HS exhibited, in addition to hypersexuality, other ICDs [compulsive eating (n = 8); hobbyism (n = 9); hyperactivity (n = 5)]. In the PD+HS group, one patient had one score greater than hypersexuality (hobbyism). Higher impulsivity levels (measured by BIS-III) and hypersexuality behaviours (assessed by ASBP) were found in PD+HS as compared to PD – HS patients (Table 1). Psychiatric history (MINI) between groups showed different percentages across two variables showing larger percentages in PD+HS major depressive disorder and social phobia history (Supplementary material).
**Behavioural results**

An ANOVA with delay discounting rates, group and medication as factors revealed a significant group effect \([F(1,36) = 6.65, P = 0.003]\). Post hoc group comparisons demonstrated that PD+HS patients had lower discount rates during delay discounting task than controls \([\log k: t(24) = -3.80, P = 0.001; t(24) = -2.12, P = 0.04\) for ON and OFF medication, respectively] (Fig. 1B). While medicated, PD+HS patients showed significantly lower discounting rates than PD−HS patients \([\log k: t(24) = -2.20, P = 0.03]\). No difference in discounting rates was observed between the two groups while OFF medication. The results show that PD+HS accepted to wait for longer to see erotic images for longer while medicated. Discount rates of PD+HS showed no significant correlations with hypersexual behaviour and impulsive clinical scores.

An ANOVA with the subjective value and group (controls, PD−HS and PD+HS), delay levels and medication as factors revealed a significant subjective value effect \([F(1,36) = 32.00, P < 0.001]\) suggesting decreased choices when the delay to see the erotic rewards increased (Fig. 1C). In addition, an interaction between level of delay × group × medication \([F(1,36) = 2.15, P = 0.03]\) was observed. To follow-up on such an interaction, post hoc comparisons showed significant differences between controls and PD+HS across delay levels ON medication: level 1, \(t(25) = 2.39, P = 0.02\); level 2, \(t(25) = 2.19, P = 0.03\); level 3, \(t(25) = 2.30, P = 0.03\); level 4, \(t(25) = 2.35, P = 0.02\); level 5, \(t(25) = 2.49, P = 0.02\) without significant differences with PD−HS versus controls (\(P's > 0.05\)) suggesting specific behavioural effect on the increased subjective value of erotic images in hypersexuality. No differences were detected between PD+HS and PD−HS patients. For additional behavioural results, refer to the Supplementary material.

**Functional MRI results**

**Subjective valuation phase**

The vmPFC correlated with subjective value of the delayed erotic rewards in controls and PD−HS compared to PD+HS

We first identified brain activity differentially correlating with the subjective value of the option leading to the delayed reward at the time of the decision-making phase. The comparison between controls and parkinsonian patients with and without hypersexuality, regardless of medication, showed that activity in the medial PFC, including the vmPFC (Fig. 2A and Table 2) was differentially correlated with the subjective value of the delayed reward. Indeed, the activity in the vmPFC [Brodman area (BA) 8 and 10] was negatively correlated with the subjective value of the delayed reward in PD+HS, while it was positively correlated with this subjective value in the controls and PD−HS groups (Fig. 2A).

To understand the correlations with subjective value better, we plotted the parameter estimates as a function of the levels of delay (GLM2) and categories of rating of the fuzzy cues (GLM3). The activity of the vmPFC for both controls and PD−HS increased for greater ratings of the fuzzy cue and decreased with longer delays (Fig. 2A). On the other hand, activity in the vmPFC of the PD+HS showed a distinct pattern since it did not decrease for both longer delays and greater rating.

**Ventral striatum correlated with subjective value of the delayed reward in PD−HS**

The comparison of the parametric regression of subjective value and the BOLD activity between controls and patients with Parkinson’s disease with and without hypersexuality showed, regardless of medication state, that activity in the right ventral striatum was significantly positively correlated with the subjective value of delayed erotic rewards in both controls and PD−HS (Fig. 2B and Table 3), but not in PD+HS. The parameter estimates as a function of the levels of delay (GLM2) and categories of rating of the fuzzy cue (GLM3) showed the same pattern in the right ventral striatum for both controls and PD−HS patients (Fig. 2B). Indeed, activity in these regions increased for higher ratings and decreased with longer delays. However, the activity in the right ventral striatum decreased for higher ratings in PD+HS (while the relationship with longer delay was not significant).

**Medial prefrontal and posterior cingulate cortices were differentially modulated by dopaminergic medication**

A significant interaction between medication and group (PD+HS and PD−HS) was observed over the medial prefrontal cortex (BA 10), extending in the orbitofrontal cortex (BA 10, 47) and the lateral PFC (BA 9, 45, 46), the posterior cingulate (BA 31), and the bilateral insula (BA 13) (Fig. 3 and Table 3).

In addition, activity in the anterior medial prefrontal (BA 8, 9 and 10) and posterior cingulate cortices of PD+HS participants ON medication showed higher correlation with subjective value of the delayed option compared to the OFF medication condition (Fig. 3 and Table 3).

**Outcome phase**

**Medial prefrontal cortex correlated with increasing delay in PD+HS on medication**

An interaction between medication (ON and OFF medication) and group (PD+HS and PD−HS) showed that viewing erotic rewards after waiting for a longer period of time induced a robust mPFC activation (BA 9 and 10). Activation of this region was positively correlated with the delay at the time of rewarded outcome (i.e. when viewing the erotic image in clear) in medicated PD+HS. Conversely, PD+HS OFF medication showed a negative correlation with delay, similar to what is observed in PD−HS patients (Fig. 4 and Table 4).

In addition, direct comparison between ON and OFF medication conditions in PD+HS, revealed that a more dorsal mPFC region showed higher correlation with subjective value of the delayed erotic rewards when...
comparing ON to OFF medication (ON > OFF medication, Supplementary Table 1).

**Discussion**

Using for the first time a decision-making paradigm specifically dedicated to hypersexual behaviours in Parkinson’s disease, we found that PD+HS patients ON medication accepted waiting longer to view erotic images compared to PD−HS patients. At the brain system level, we provide evidence of an altered valuation process in PD+HS influenced by sexual stimuli and dopaminergic medication in the anterior medial prefrontal and posterior cingulate cortices as well as ventral striatum. More precisely, PD+HS showed differential correlation with subjective value in the vmPFC.
and ventral striatum compared to PD–HS and controls, due to altered representations of delay cost in the vmPFC and to the incentive of the cue in the ventral striatum. Moreover, dopaminergic treatment increased the correlation between the subjective value of the delayed option and medial prefrontal as well as posterior cingulate cortices in PD+HS only. Finally, at the outcome phase, when PD+HS patients were ON medication, activity in the medial prefrontal cortex was positively correlated with the delay duration previously experienced.

**Delay discounting in patients with Parkinson’s disease with hypersexuality**

Our behavioural results clearly demonstrate that PD+HS patients accepted to wait longer to view erotic images for longer. Thus, they discounted less delayed erotic stimuli, compared to PD–HS and controls. This result could seem contradictory with several lines of evidence showing that patients with Parkinson’s disease suffering from ICD have increased monetary delay discounting, perhaps reflecting higher impulsivity to earn fast money for subsequent gambling activities (Housden et al., 2010; Djamshidian et al., 2011; Vitale et al., 2011; Voon et al., 2011b, 2017; Leroi et al., 2013; Claassen et al., 2015). However, all these studies have used money as a reward. Although such secondary reward may be well suited for specific ICD such as pathological gambling, monetary reward appears less appropriate to determine the neural mechanisms underlying hypersexuality in Parkinson’s disease. Indeed, hypersexual patients with Parkinson’s disease are more likely to be motivated by sexual images and to show changes in choice behaviour specifically related to their hypersexuality. Our findings emphasize that ICDs cannot be considered as a unitary class of psychiatric disorder characterized by impulsivity, but that Parkinson’s disease patients with hypersexuality, compulsive shopping or...
pathological gambling behave differently in distinct delay discounting tasks using different types of rewards (Voon et al., 2011a). This underlines the great interest of our study that associates specific stimuli to a specific ICD. One possible reason explaining why there is enhanced delay discounting in pathological gamblers for monetary rewards but reduced delay discounting for erotic rewards in PD+HS is the use of a specific reward for a particular ICD. While small amounts of money now may be seen as a better option than larger amounts later to pathological gamblers because they need fast cash to gamble immediately, PD+HS patients may be prepared to wait a few seconds to experience erotic images for longer. Consistent with this interpretation, patients with Parkinson’s disease with binge-eating also do not show enhanced delay discounting, whereas pathological gamblers or compulsive shoppers with Parkinson’s disease do (Voon et al., 2011b). This indicates that both behaviour and pathophysiology may differ depending on the type of ICD, possibly as different neurobiological substrates correspond to different reward types (Sescousse et al., 2013). Although several cognitive dysfunctions in ICD are detected when formal evaluations are carried out, such as set-shifting or abstraction abilities (Santangelo et al., 2017), we suggest that under ICD-relevant stimuli, PD+HS patients improve performance and may bypass impulsive-related or frontal-type deficits and are prepared to wait a few seconds to see erotic images for longer. Therefore, our results reinforce the interest of carefully dissociating the different forms of ICD and to assess each type of ICD (such as hypersexuality here) using dedicated rewards.

**Neural signature of delayed discounting in hypersexual Parkinson’s disease**

We observed altered medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) functioning in patients with hypersexuality while evaluating the option to wait to view erotic images for longer. Indeed, this brain region showed a negative correlation with subjective value of the delayed reward in PD+HS (Fig. 2A, top right). When investigating the respective contribution of the effects of delay and rating of the cues (subjective value being approximately the ratio of rating divided by the delay cost), this negative correlation with subjective value observed in

**Table 2 Brain regions showing their activity differently correlated with subjective value of the cost reward between healthy controls and parkinsonian patients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anatomical structure (Brodmann area)</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frontal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right medial frontal gyrus (BA 10)*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right superior frontal gyrus (BA 8 and 9)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>3.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right precentral gyrus (BA 44)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left medial frontal gyrus (BA 10)*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left superior frontal gyrus (BA 9)*</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44 and 46)</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left precentral gyrus (BA 6)</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left middle frontal gyrus (BA 8)</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hippocampus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hippocampus</td>
<td>-33</td>
<td>-44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insula (BA 13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left middle frontal gyrus (BA 8)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cingulate</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right anterior cingulate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right posterior cingulate (BA 23)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-46</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left anterior cingulate (BA 32 and 33)</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left cingulate gyrus (BA 24)</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thalamus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right thalamus</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Right cerebellum</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right culmen</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-28</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basal nuclei</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left caudate</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brainstem</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left red nucleus</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right substantia nigra</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P < 0.05 FWE cluster-wise corrected.
The coordinates are given within the framework standardized stereotaxic brain area atlas of Talairach and Tournoux. All areas were significant at P < 0.001, uncorrected.
the mPFC in PD+HS patients was mainly guided by a positive correlation with delay duration. This may reflect that in PD+HS patients, the vmPFC does not code increasing delay as a cost but rather as a means to obtain erotic rewards for longer. In contrast to PD+HS patients, the anterior mPFC activation was positively correlated with subjective value of the delayed reward in PD-ICD and controls. Furthermore, in both controls and PD−HS patients,
activity in this region correlated negatively with longer delays to get the reward, reflecting that delay was effectively valued as a cost in this region. In addition, a positive correlation was observed between vmPFC activity and rating of the fuzzy cues in all groups, consistent with the role of this area in coding the incentive value of such cues, as demonstrated in young controls (Prevost et al., 2010) and PD+HS patients (Politis et al., 2013). Altogether, these findings may point to a neurobiological marker of hypersexual patients with Parkinson’s disease, in which mPFC value enduring the delay not as a cost but as a means to view the erotic reward for longer.

Similar to the vmPFC response pattern, the ventral striatum activity correlated negatively with subjective value in PD+HS patients, but positively in PD−HS patients and controls. When inspecting the respective contribution of the rating of the cue and of the delay to get the reward, ventral striatal activity decreased as a function of the rating of the cues in PD+HS, contrary to what was observed in controls and PD−HS patients who showed increasing activity with higher ratings (Fig. 2B, bottom). This indicates a ventral striatal dysfunction in the evaluation of incentive value of the fuzzy cue in PD+HS, despite increased willingness to wait to view the erotic reward for longer. This finding is of great interest with respect to the role of the ventral striatum in motivation since it is known to normally correlate positively with subjective value in healthy subjects (Kable and Glimcher, 2007; Prevost et al., 2010; Tricomi and Lempert, 2015). Increased risk-taking and default of risk evaluation in patients with Parkinson’s disease with ICD (gambling or compulsive shopping) has been associated with decreased ventral striatum activity (Voon et al., 2011a). Taken together, the present results suggest that PD+HS patients exhibit changes of ventral striatum activity that may reflect blunted sensitivity to reward predicting cues, known as a reward deficiency syndrome (Comings and Blum, 2000; Volkow et al., 2002). This fits well with functional connectivity and anatomical studies showing a disconnection between ventral striatum and a large network including orbitofrontal cortices (Cilia et al., 2011; Petersen et al., 2018) as well as reduced accumbens nucleus volume (Biundo et al., 2015) in patients with Parkinson’s disease with ICDs.
Impact of dopaminergic medication

A negative correlation between subjective value of the delayed reward and medial prefrontal and posterior cingulate cortices activity was observed in PD+HS patients while OFF dopaminergic medication (Fig. 3). This correlation became positive under medication in PD+HS patients. In contrast, PD−HS patients did not show a reverse pattern of correlation with subjective value when ON versus OFF L-DOPA. Previous studies have linked activation of the mPFC to anticipation of rewards and explicit ratings of anticipated pleasure (Kringelbach, 2005; Sescousse et al., 2000). According to this hypothesis, modulation of incentive salience adaptively guides motivated behaviour to appropriate rewards. Yet, when the mesolimbic circuitry, including the mPFC and ventral striatum go awry, such as in behavioural addiction, excessive ‘wanting’ and compulsive pursuit of rewards may result, triggered by cues previously learned to be associated with rewards (Grant and Kim, 2001; Everitt and Wolf, 2002; Berridge and Robinson, 2003; Fadardi and Cox, 2009; Brevers et al., 2011a). In our sample, while medicated, PD+HS patients showed significantly lower discounting rates than PD−HS patients, indicative of increased wanting of the erotic rewards. Consequently, while taking medication, PD+HS patients accepted to wait for longer to see the erotic images. Hence, dysfunctional bottom-up limbic (with probable top-down dysfunction) inputs may boost the excessive wanting seen in PD+HS. Overall, our study adds evidence to the incentive salience hypothesis role in ICD.

Animal studies have shown that there is a synergy between elevated dopamine levels and phasic encounters with the Pavlovian cue (Zhang et al., 2009; Berridge, 2012) and sensitization by dopaminergic drugs can lead to exaggerated pursuit of sexual rewards (Fiorino and Phillips, 1999; et al., 2010; Cho et al., 2013). However, we cannot rule out the possibility of ICD being a consequence of reduced prefrontal top-down inhibitory control deficits (van Eimeren et al., 2010) in controlling enhanced reward desire received from ventral striatum (for review see Napier et al., 2015).

The particular impact of dopaminergic medication in PD+HS patients may relate to the incentive salience hypothesis, which combines learned conditioned-unconditioned stimuli associations with current relevant physiological states (Robinson and Berridge, 1993, 2001; Berridge, 2007; Zhang et al., 2009). According to this hypothesis, sensitization by dopaminergic drugs can lead to exaggeration, PD+HS patients may relate to the incentive salience hypothesis, which combines learned conditioned-unconditioned stimuli associations with current relevant physiological states (Robinson and Berridge, 1993, 2001; Berridge, 2007; Zhang et al., 2009). According to this hypothesis, sensitization by dopaminergic drugs can lead to exaggeration,
Nocjar and Panksepp, 2002; Afonso et al., 2009; Pfaus, 2010; Frohmader et al., 2011; Stolzenberg and Numan, 2011). Consistent with these findings, we observed that mPFC activity was potentiated by dopaminergic medication in PD+HS patients at the time of the decision (Fig. 3). That is, patients with PD+HS while medicated, who were willing to wait to view erotic rewards for longer, showed a significant difference in the correlation with subjective value of the delayed reward in the mPFC and posterior cingulate cortices (as compared to OFF medication). This interaction between medication and presence/absence of hypersexuality observed in the mPFC and posterior cingulate cortices reflects differential valuation of the delayed reward in PD+HS patients according to medication condition (Fig. 3). Similarly, consumption of the psychostimulant methamphetamine, which leads to increased dopamine release, is often associated with heightened sexual desire, arousal and pleasure and these factors have been identified as primary motivation for drug use (Semple et al., 2002; Schilder et al., 2005; Green and Halkitis, 2006). Methamphetamine abuse is also commonly associated with loss of inhibitory control of sex behaviour or sexually compulsive behaviour (Halkitis et al., 2001; Rawson et al., 2002; Green and Halkitis, 2006).

Our findings support the hypothesis that PD+HS patients show heightened mesocorticolimbic response (especially in the mPFC and posterior cingulate cortices) while ON t-DOPA therapy, but also blunted reward system reactivity when OFF medication. Consistent with these findings, in the only published study to date on PD+HS, dopaminergic administration increased activity in a brain network including the mPFC and posterior cingulate cortex during passive viewing of sexual stimuli (Politis et al., 2013). This increased activity correlated with higher sexual desire under dopaminergic medication. Interestingly, increased ventral striatum activity triggered by dopaminergic drugs as well as increased mesolimbic dopamine release have also been correlated with ICD severity (Joutsa et al., 2012; Claassen et al., 2017). Furthermore, previous neuroimaging studies with different types of ICD have reported increased activity in the mPFC in patients with Parkinson’s disease with ICD under dopamine agonists using arterial-spin labelling MRI measures of cerebral blood flow at rest (Claassen et al., 2017). Studies focusing on risk anticipation have also shown that dopamine agonists increase risk-taking in patients with Parkinson’s disease with ICDs that is accompanied by lower ventral striatal, orbitofrontal and anterior cingulate activity (Voon et al., 2011a).

**Brain system engaged at the time of the rewarded outcome**

At the time of the rewarded outcome, activity in the mPFC was positively correlated with the experienced delay to obtain this reward in the PD+HS group ON medication. Meanwhile, an opposite pattern was found OFF medication. This indicates that while PD+HS patients view the erotic image for a longer period, medication boosts the relationship between the duration of the waiting period and mPFC activity. It has been suggested that dopamine drugs may release inhibition in a local mPFC circuit that may contribute to excessive seeking of sexual behaviour (Politis et al., 2013). In a previous functional MRI study, while ON medication, PD+HS patients passively viewing erotic images showed increased activity over a network including the anterior mPFC (Politis et al., 2013). These results parallel animal studies reporting exaggerated sexual behaviour with increased sexual searching as a consequence of dopaminergic drug administration (Fiorino and Phillips, 1999; Afonso et al., 2009).

Our findings support the hypothesis that dopaminergic medication increased mPFC sensitivity to erotic rewards both at the time of choice and outcome, which may contribute to hypersexuality. The fact that drug-induced hypersexuality in Parkinson’s disease only develops in the context of repeated medication use and that it does not occur acutely, but progressively in de novo patients both suggest a causal role of dopaminergic medication on hypersexuality (Giladi et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2016).

The current study needs further replication with larger cohorts. Our sample was limited to a precise clinical characteristic with the obvious difficulties of recruitment. Moreover, being a medication-related problem, some patients are under frequent modification of medication regimes that excludes them from research programmes. Hence, the current sample is small but with highly defined clinical and neurophysiological features (several clinical neuropsychological and neurological measures, behavioural and neuroimaging data) that makes a homogeneous, unique and highly valuable sample.

The implication of our results is to characterize the brain networks that turn aberrant in ICD to later guide potential interventions over specific targets circuits or brain regions (such as vmPFC). The use of brain stimulation protocols to revert cortical and subcortical activity may turn key in stopping excessive behaviour, a trend already showing positive results in addiction (Diana et al., 2017). Hence, if delimiting with further tasks and ICD cohorts is completed, specific brain stimulation treatments could arise as plausible therapeutic tools.

**Conclusion**

The present study, focusing on hypersexuality in Parkinson’s disease using dedicated erotic stimuli, reveals large commonalities with other ICDs in terms of dysfunctional brain system. This relates to exaggerated activity in response to appetitive stimuli in the ventral striatum, anterior mPFC and posterior cingulate cortex (Schott et al., 2008; O’Sullivan et al., 2011). However, such neural activity has often been associated with artificial or experimental scenarios where patients were not actively deciding, hence...
with little behavioural participation. Rather, the use of stimuli that specifically corresponds to one ICD subtype and require active participation of patients, seems the way forward to guarantee maximal closeness to the current problematic.
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